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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Sixth Day: Saturday, December 9, 2017 
Post Time: 11:50 A.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 51-16-12-8—31%W, 71%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE—Hut Hut Stakes 
(#3)MY FAVORITE GIFT: Broke maiden by 18.5 lengths in slop; pocket trip  
(#2)MISS MO MENTUM: One-turn mile is right in her wheelhouse; slop O.K. 
(#4)BERNADETTA: Bred to relish the extra 3F; 4 Friday wins for Pletcher 
(#6)ALLIYA’S STORY: Quick splits sets up her late kick; should love 8F 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO—Wait A While Stakes 
(#10)SUBTLE STEP: Impressive at KEE; moves up if race comes off grass  
(#6)STAINLESS: Broke maiden on dirt, bred to eat up slop; drops from G1 
(#12)HOMEMADE SALSA: Has never run a bad race, dirt O.K.; good draw 
(#8)MALIBU SAINT: Has experience over a “sloppy” racetrack; gets Saez 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-12-8 
 
 
RACE THREE—Buffalo Man Stakes 
(#4)DIAMOND OOPS: Clocks a hot pace, rolls by; perfect at GP, fine in mud   
(#5)MOJOVATION: He has been facing better foes; fresh for white-hot barn 
(#2)AEQUOR: Moves up in mud; has to deal with Mojovation from outset 
(#3)EMPIRE POWER: 2nd behind honest TAP runner in last; slop is x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-3 
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RACE FOUR—House Party Stakes 
(#9)TAKE CHARGE PAULA: Handy; is 2+ lengths shy of perfect in sprints   
(#8)COURAGEOUS QUEEN: Sharp debut score in NYC; tries winners, slop 
(#4)FLORIDA FUEGO: Professional win out of the box; will love extra 1/8th  
(#7)MORNING DESTINY: Aired in the slop at GPW; good Gulfstream form 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-4-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE—Smooth Air Stakes 
(#10)RENAISANCE FROLIC: He’s a stakes winner at GP; sire gets runners   
(#7)BON RAISON: He has improved with more distance; needs a clean trip 
(#1)COLTANDMISSISSIPPI: Undefeated in 1-turn races; 1-hole a concern 
(#9)BAL HARBOUR: Sapling winner is part of 3-pronged TAP contingent 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-1-9 
 
 
RACE SIX—Pulpit Stakes 
(#7)MARAUD: Right there in G3 in first crack v. winners; holds all the aces 
(#9)STOLEN PISTOL: Improved with blinkers; likes a bit of cut in ground   
(#6)PONY UP: 2nd behind eventual SW on debut; fires fresh for Castellano 
(#3)PONT DU GARD: Improving, can handle forgiving turf; honest late kick 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-6-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—Lady Caribbean Cup Stakes 
(#4)LADY VALERY(PAN): Three-time G2 winner in ‘17; first-Lasix noted  
(#9)CIGONA(PAN): Finished second to top choice in four of last six starts 
(#1)ESPLENDOROSA: Undefeated going 8.5F; start away from best effort? 
(#3)SANJUANERA: Handy, siting on a “bullet” local move; second off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-1-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Confraternity Caribbean Cup Stakes 
(#4)GRAN WILL(VEN): Has a 2-race win streak in G1 company; gets Lasix  
(#3)EL TIGRE MONO(PAN): Won 6-of-8 starts this year; 10F no problem 
(#7)CALINICO(PAN): Rounding into form, tighter; stays 1 Ɖ-mile trip? 
(#1)ARQUITECTO: Won last 3 starts off shelf; loves a mile and a quarter 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-7-1 
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RACE NINE—Caribbean Cup Speed Stakes 
(#7)FORZE MAU(VEN): Two-for-two in the slop by a combined 11 lengths   
(#9)CROTONE(VEN): Won last two off shelf for fun; gets first-time Lasix 
(#5)BLUE ADN(PAN): Has useful “off” track form, hot jock; 15-1 on M.L.  
(#2)CATADOR: Has never been off the board but exits restricted company 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-5-2 
 
 
RACE TEN—Invitational Cup Stakes 
(#5)MISHEGAS: Ran off the T.V. in last 10F start; tighter, likes the slop   
(#6)TORNIQUETTE: Second in G1 in Panama in last; 3rd start of form cycle 
(#8)COLTIMUS PRIME: Has a G1 win this year; 10 furlongs beyond scope? 
(#1)MI PRIMOGENITO: Placed in 16-of-17 lifetime starts; gets Joel Rosario 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-8-1 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Caribbean Cup Classic Stakes 
(#9)EL CUBITA(VEN): 2nd in 3 straight G1 affairs; Lasix today, slop O.K.   
(#12)FRAY ANGELICO(PAN): Convincing G2 win in last; very consistent 
(#7)JUSTICIERO: Puerto Rican Triple Crown hero has won 7 of last 8 races 
(#11)LA DE HORACIO(VEN): 5 of her 6 wins in mud/slop; gets Johnny V. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-12-7-11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


